tions and the noninteractive processing system used to reduce the data. We motivate and report our dynamical This paper presents a new Jupiter data set and several new techniques developed for its reduction. A companion paper results in a companion paper .
INTRODUCTION
another based on the content of overlapping image regions. At 5 Ȑm Jupiter has high-contrast features on the disk but In this study we image Jupiter at 4.9 Ȑm regularly over the disk itself has very low contrast against the sky. This nearly 100 days and carry out several analyses relevant to is unlike any planet's visible appearance. Traditional methatmospheric dynamics. This paper describes our observa-ods poorly fit the limb in our images, so we developed a new procedure for noninteractive limb identification. Our 
OBSERVATIONS
Thermal infrared images require several corrections in addition to those familiar to CCD observers. Significant We obtained 229 full-disk, 3 ϫ 3-and 4 ϫ 4-image thermal emission from the Earth's atmosphere requires that each object image be followed immediately by an mosaics of Jupiter at wavelengths near 5 Ȑm with the ProtoCAM 62 ϫ 58-pixel InSb array camera (Toomey image of nearby sky for later subtraction. On most nights we also took linearity, dome and sky flat field, dark current, et al. 1990 ) at the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Image scale was 0.35Љ/pix and bias images. Linearity data are a series of images with increasing exposure times of the uniformly emitting dewar for 3 ϫ 3 mosaics and 0.27Љ/pix for 4 ϫ 4 mosaics. Frame exposure times were 10 and 17 sec, respectively. The frame window cover. They are used to calibrate the array pixels' nonlinear response to light. On nights with two image exposure time was divided into 100 summed chip readouts. Circular variable filter spectral bandpass was 1%. Except scales, we took flat fields at both scales.
Mosaic assembly is based on a comparison of the overfor a few images from the first nights, the order of mosaic exposures was from left to right in each row. The rows lapping regions of two images. If the contents of the overlap region changes, it makes image registration more difficult, were then stepped from north to south. Times to take a full mosaic were 11-13 min. for manual 3 ϫ 3 (first two especially if the assembly is automatic. Sources of image variation included telescope pointing, image quality (due nights), 7 min. for automatic 3 ϫ 3, and 15 min. for 4 ϫ 4 mosaics. Image quality (full-width at half-maximum of to changing atmospheric conditions and telescope focus), planetary rotation, and thermal emission from the sky. a stellar image) was typically 0.5Љ-0.75Љ. Table I presents a synopsis of the observations.
When possible, we guided on a moon of Jupiter to stabilize pointing and tracking; doing so resulted in noticeably im-receive this adjustment. Further, the edge piece adjustments may not sum to zero. Even distribution of the disproved images. We also focused every few hours, whenever there was a temperature change in the dome of more than crepancy around the mosaic edge and an interpolated shift for the central images significantly improved the rea few degrees, and whenever the images began to look poor. The image quality would have benefitted from even sulting mosaics.
An image assembly program then constructed mosaics more frequent refocus, but we could not afford the time.
The key to limiting the remaining variable effects at the from the error-corrected pieces, and a fitting program located the planetary limb in the resulting images. These telescope was rapid imaging. Each mosaicking observation was a sequence of tasks that alternated telescope motions new programs are described in the next two sections. We did not take planetary rotation into account when assemwith camera exposures and image display. The 3 ϫ 3 mosaic sequence took an experienced observer 11-13 min. to do bling the mosaics. This is the major source of the small shifts at some edges in the final mosaic. Jupiter rotated manually. ProtoCAM's software could read image display and camera commands from a file. To support mosaicking, 7.9Њ during manual 3 ϫ 3 mosaics, 4.2Њ during automatically taken 3 ϫ 3 mosaics, and 9.1Њ during 4 ϫ 4 mosaics. We the IRTF staff added arbitrary telescope offsets to the command file language. This eliminated the continual ob-only used data within about 60Њ of the sub-Earth point, and that portion of a given latitude crossed no more than server interaction during a mosaic sequence, reducing cycle time to 7 min. and improving the mosaics.
two mosaic rows, giving us horizontal uncertainties of 2.3Њ, 1.4Њ, and 2.6Њ respectively. Rather than smooth the data to make the edge discontinuities disappear (substituting IMAGE PROCESSING unmeasured values and possibly duplicating features), we chose instead to leave them as they were and to set uncerEach step of the noninteractive data reduction procedure is an independent, general-purpose code module. tainties appropriately in the subsequent analysis.
Most of the light in the images comes from deep in the Some of these are run by higher level modules. At the highest level is a file of keyboard commands, one per final troposphere and is subject to attenuation according to its emission angle as it leaves Jupiter's atmosphere. To correct mosaic. The commands include any special processing options a given mosaic needs, enabling reproducible individ-this effect, we divide each pixel's value by Ȑ Ϫ1 where Ȑ is the emission angle cosine and is a fitted parameter. ual treatment of unusual images (e.g., frames out of order or nonstandard size). Reduction consisted of five phases: We find by plotting lines of constant latitude in mapped images at latitudes with minimal horizontal structure. The frame correcting, mosaicking, centering, correcting for limb darkening, and mapping.
value ϭ 2.25 made these plots most constant across the planetary disk in a sampling of images. This method is like Frames were corrected for readout amplifier bias, nonlinear response, bad pixels, sensitivity variations (flat field), the standard Minnaert method described by Veverka et al. (1978) and Smith et al. (1986) . We have dropped the incithermal emission from the sky, and orientation. An IRTF program corrected for readout amplifier bias and pixel dent angle cosine because there is minimal reflected light in these images, as demonstrated by the lack of a shadow response linearity. We used the program's linearity correction factors to create bad pixel lists for each night with when Io transited the disk. We attach no physical significance to this method or to the value of . Because of the good linearity data. Interpolating data from surrounding good pixels was adequate correction. To make a night's lack of terrestrial atmospheric species absorbing significantly at this wavelength, we did not find it necessary to flat field, we subtracted an average of dome images from an average of sky images, took the reciprocal of each pixel compensate for terrestrial atmospheric extinction. Finally, we used a mapping program developed by T. Satoh (Godvalue, and normalized the result so the pixel average was unity. The dome-minus-sky method removes the thermal dard Space Flight Center) to create a planetographic equidistant cylindrical projection of each mosaic, and assememission pattern of the telescope itself from the flat field.
We subtracted sky data from each object image to re-bled sections of these to make composite maps of the planet on each observing night (see Fig. 2 , and Fig. 2 of move emission from the Earth's atmosphere. Sky data came from the two temporally nearest sky images and were ; the latter appears without overplotted quantities). As with the mosaics, we have not blended interpolated to the time of the object frame on a per-pixel basis. Even with sky frame interpolation, the residual sky the edges to remove the small shifts in intensity at the borders of adjacent map sections. levels in the images do not match sufficiently well for mosaicking, so we adjusted the level in each image by adding
The dark features in our images (see Figs. 1 and 2) correspond well to bright clouds in visible-light images. or subtracting a constant value. These values are such that the overlapping sky regions of two adjacent images contain Images at most other wavelengths in the range 3-20 Ȑm show a comparatively uniform planet. The most prominent the same total flux after adjustment. Since the planet occupies the center mosaic piece(s), only the edge pieces can dark region is the latitude band containing the Great Red Spot (GRS), which is itself only barely visible. The dark zone's width and lack of structure indicate the near-total absorption or scattering of light from below; multiply scattered light emerging through the clouds puts the observed light level slightly higher than that of the sky. In contrast, the brightest parts of the images are always small and peaked. The lack of wide regions of uniform brightness indicates that there is cloud structure on the entire planetary disk and that there may be no completely clear regions. This means we can measure only relative cloud optical thicknesses, and it prevents a direct probe of thermal variation in the 5-bar source region. The brightest pixels on the planet have intensities over 100 times that of the dimmest, for a cloud optical depth of at least 4.6 (assuming the clouds are colder than the deep emitting region). This is a lower bound because much of the light in the dimmest regions is thought to be multiply scattered through the clouds. The mean optical depth at each latitude and the zonal wind profile of Limaye (1986) are plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison to the data.
FIG. 1. Automatically assembled 4 ϫ 4-image mosaic of Jupiter

AUTOMATIC MOSAIC ASSEMBLY
taken at a wavelength of 4.9 Ȑm on 22 March 1992 between 9:05 and 9:17 UT. This wavelength is sensitive to thermal emission from the Because of the large number of mosaics and the assembly ȁ5-bar pressure level, which is attenuated by overlying clouds. The Great Red Spot is dimly visible on the left edge of the dark band in the southern complications noted below, we developed a routine that hemisphere. A manually selected low-intensity cutoff produces the sharp finds the best compromise registrations of the images in a contrast with the sky in this logarithmically stretched image. We have mosaic. Placing the pieces of a mosaic consists of two not smoothed the image or applied pixel interpolation to soften the edges conceptual steps: registering adjacent pieces and reconcilof constituent pieces.
ing any disagreement that results. There are several ways to choose the relative placement of two adjacent pieces in a mosaic: 1992. The optical depth plot for other nights is nearly identical. Optical depths are relative to the brightest pixel equatorward of 60Њ latitude (data outside this region suffer in map projection). Regional darkening such as that between Ϫ15Њ and Ϫ35Њ has been observed at other latitudes in different years, when this region has been bright.
3. Find the best fit of all the pieces, compromising based on image content.
As with most real data, many factors complicated the assembly of our mosaics. Telescope pointing was not accurate to within the point-spread function, in part due to 120-240Љ arcsec beam switches to take sky images. Registration was thus necessarily by image content. Fiducial points are rare in the overlaps. Since the point-spread function was often not steady, the planet rotated up to 9.1Њ during one mosaic, and atmospheric features are rarely point-like near Jupiter's equator, features on the planet often changed slightly between one image and the next. This caused disagreement in the overlap information and eliminated fitting models to derive fiducial points, leaving only correlation techniques. The 3180 image overlaps in the data set made by-eye registration impractical, but simply discarding some position information made poor mosaics. These combined problems motivated the development of an automatic mosaic assembly algorithm and a program The steps in the algorithm are:
1. Define a correlation function that produces a scalar value representing the quality of a candidate registration 1. Use knowledge of camera pointing, regardless of imof one image with another. See Eq.
(1) and the followage content.
ing discussion. 2. Align point-like image features (fiducial points) that 2. Generate correlation images from all edge overlaps appear in the overlap regions of a pair of neighboring using the correlation function. Each pixel in a correlation images. Multiple fiducial points can yield sub-pixel registraimage corresponds to one possible registration of two imtion accuracy.
ages. The pixel's value is the value of the correlation func-3. Generate fiducial points from resolved features with tion for that registration. See Figs. 4 and 5. a fitting algorithm. Fitting models to stars is common, as 3. Define a mosaic evaluation function. This function, is by-eye matching.
given a set of mosaic piece locations in the final image, 4. Use a correlation algorithm that evaluates the overuses the correlation images to generate a single value that lapping portion of the two images for different candidate represents the quality of the mosaic. By convention, low registrations and chooses the best candidate.
values are good. The evaluation function must have knowlMosaics in two dimensions have more overlap informa-edge of the shape and size of the pieces so that it can select tion than needed to place all the pieces (see Fig. 3 ). The the right pixel in each correlation function. overlaps of adjacent pieces of an m ϫ n mosaic provide 4. Use a function minimizer to find the lowest value 2mn Ϫ m Ϫ n relative position vectors, but we only need of the mosaic evaluation function and hence the optimal mn Ϫ 1 vectors. The vectors from real images taken in locations of all the mosaic pieces. sequence may disagree slightly among themselves, but Correlation images are familiar from Fourier analysis there are several ways to reconcile such differences. (Bracewell 1986 ). They are a graphical representation of These include: the quality of different registrations of two images. Figure  4 shows how pixels in correlation images map to different 1. Discard enough information to make the problem go away.
image registrations and defines several of the mathematical symbols used below. Figure 5 shows some of the correla-2. Arbitrarily spread the disagreement among the pieces.
tions used in the jiggle program. in that image. The pixel a rs ϭ A max(0,iϪP)ϩr,max(0, jϪQ)ϩs and Next we define a mosaic evaluation function. Its parameters are the vector positions of all the pieces in the mosaic pixel b rs ϭ B max(0,PϪi)ϩr,max(0,QϪj)ϩs .
The jiggle program's four correlations are based on the except one. Scaling, rotation, and other geometric adjustments that might apply as free parameters would increase signal-to-noise ratio, least squares, and the cross correlation product rule (two methods). Below, we refer to the this number (and complicate the correlations). The jiggle program offers a single evaluation function that returns difference between two corresponding pixels in a candidate registration as the ''noise'' and their mean as the ''signal.'' the sum of the appropriate pixel values, one from each correlation image. Different evaluation functions might The methods have been inverted or negated (and renamed) to comply with the low-is-good convention. Our images choose to emphasize certain overlaps more than others.
For example, the pieces of our 4 ϫ 4 Jupiter mosaics (and, we suspect, most others) strongly favor the squared noise-to-signal ratio, contain only a small amount of planet in each corner image.
Values from the corresponding overlaps could be given less weight. Since the locations requested by the minimizer in the final step may not be integers, the evaluation function
(1) must employ an interpolator. The jiggle program uses a simple bilinear routine, but the code allows for the substitution of any interpolator. The program also offers the squared noise, which sums over (b rs Ϫ a rs ) 2 ; the negative mean product, with sum Finally, we use a function minimizer to explore the 2(mn Ϫ 1)-dimensional space represented by the evaluaϪb rs a rs ; and negative total product, which is the same as the previous method but does not normalize the sum.
tion function. This is more efficient than generating a value for each point in the evaluation space and searching for The eye recognizes the correct alignment of the top two images in Fig. 5 as a left-right overlap of about 1/4 of an the minimal value, even for very restricted movement of mosaic pieces. The jiggle program uses the downhill simimage, with little if any vertical shift. This overlap corresponds to the darkest region in Fig. 5A . The expected value plex method (Press et al. 1992) , though others can easily be added. Our implementation is original and improves of the difference in two measurements of a bright source is higher than that value for a dim source because of Poisson on that presented by Press et al. The program then returns the corresponding optimal offsets, which other programs noise. Taking the ratio of the noise to the signal scales a given pixel's contribution to the correlation function ac-use to assemble the mosaic (see Fig. 1 ).
The jiggle program incorporates several efficiency encording to the brightness of the source at that location, and eliminates the major source of false lows in the squared hancements and several more could be made. First, it only computes enough of each correlation image to include noise correlation (Fig. 5B) .
Astronomers most commonly use the product-based sensible offsets from the nominal positions. Other offsets are assigned large values in the correlation images so that cross correlation. This method is an application of the (periodic) 2D Fourier transform (Bracewell 1986) , which the minimizer avoids them. Restricting the offsets reduced the time to generate correlations for our images by over treats images toroidally, wrapping both left-right and topbottom. Clearly this is undesirable. When using the cross a factor of 100. Second, the correlation functions are evaluated in a quadruply nested loop. The mathematical funccorrelation, one typically must add a constant to the images, so that the mean value is zero, to avoid a tendency tions are performed in line (without an explicit function call) since they are simple and function call overhead might toward central alignment, and then must embed the data in a larger, zero-valued image to eliminate the effect of otherwise dominate the run time on older compilers and CPU architectures. Unimplemented enhancement ideas the periodic boundary condition.
The main advantage to the cross correlation is the high include recording the results of each mosaic evaluation computation and reusing the values if the minimizer refers calculation speed associated with the fast Fourier transform algorithm (see Press et al. 1992) . In mosaicking one to the same point twice. Similarly, one could calculate and store correlation values only as needed, rather than doing can generally place a limit on how far the pieces may shift from an initial guess, reducing the calculation for brute-everything within a given region. Finally, one could distinguish object from sky data by ignoring pixels whose values force methods significantly. Eliminating the transform, as our product correlations do, rids us of the periodic bound-were outside given limits, and only use object pixels for the correlations. This would ensure that the correlation ary. The negative mean product is for unaltered images, and the negative total product is for images processed as reflected only matching object features and not, for example, matching detector bias patterns in low-signal images. above. Product correlations have some problems: Note the strong false match in the lower right corner of Fig. 5C , Other image processing tasks may be intertwined with mosaicking, requiring an iterative approach. One example which arises from the overlap of two bright regions with differing patterns.
is ''derotating'' a planet that turned significantly during
The new method is conceptually simple:
1. Create a slightly ''fuzzed'' image by convolving the original image with a one-pixel-wide Gaussian.
2. Subtract this image from the original and set pixels with values outside reasonable limits for the limb to zero. This is similar to a truncated gradient image: both the background and the hottest areas have values at or near zero, and areas where the signal rises steeply have high values. The limb stands out as a narrow feature on much of the planet. The remaining features are fairly randomly distributed.
3. Fuzz the image a second time with a 2-pixel-wide Gaussian. This both eliminates noise and makes the limb wider and hence easier to locate. Figure 7 shows the intermediate and final images. vary and not allowing the semimajor axis to vary by more than a few percent. This avoids locating the GRS instead of the limb. the mosaic exposures. Derotating involves a map transforAfter centering with the new method, a video sequence mation based on the size and location of the planet in the of the images did not show the rapid shifts that a sequence final image. It is important to select the proper order in of images aligned with other methods showed. The which to do these tasks.
''limbctr'' program implements this procedure, using the bilinear image interpolator and function minimizer of the AUTOMATICALLY LOCATING PLANETARY LINES previous section and a new quality function that evaluates rotated ellipses in image data. Accurate limb identification is critical to mapping and limb-darkening corrections. Jupiter's appearance at 5 Ȑm CONCLUSIONS differs from that in visible light and this fools some limbfitting methods. In the infrared image of Fig. 1, the brightest The 5-Ȑm wavelength region reveals a deeper view of Jupiter's atmosphere than data at most other wavelengths features have ȁ100 times the intensity of the dim regions. Atmospheric ''seeing'' scatters light from bright limb fea-short of the radio. However, small detector size, thermal emission from the sky, and a new planetary appearance tures and distorts the apparent limb and surrounding scattered light pattern significantly. In the linearly stretched combine to require the new observation and reduction methods we have described. visible-light image of Fig. 6 , the brightest pixels have only ȁ3.5 times the intensity of the dimmest pixels on the disk
The automation of mosaic sequences at the telescope increased the number of images we were able to take (away from the terminator) and there are no hot spots on the limb. The major contrast in the infrared image is be-and improved their quality. The change in thinking that enabled this was allowing the camera system to have syntween the bright features and anything else, whereas in the visible-light image it is between the disk and the back-chronous control of (small) telescope motions. The reduced interaction virtually eliminated opportunities for huground. The distorted infrared limb fools the most obvious limb-finding methods, and the high level of activity on the man error and freed the observer for other tasks for most of the time needed to take a mosaic. The advantages of disk is troublesome to others. We have developed a new limb identification method for this wavelength that should this approach were greater than just the 36% of cycle time saved. Exposure times for these observations were only handle almost any other as well. calibration, motivated the development of an automated processing system. The benefit of this approach becomes clear when considering a change to an early stage of
